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First Publication of Rare Manuscripts and Artworks Reveals Fullest
Picture Yet of Remarkable Cultural Life in Nazi Camp
Terezín concerts, dozens of artists, vivid stories of camp life come to
light with “Our Will to Live.”
Book delivers first English translation of 26 concert critiques by an
imprisoned composer plus 200+ rarely seen works by imprisoned artists
and vintage recordings performed by survivors, Yo-Yo Ma and Boston
Symphony members.
BOSTON— “Our Will to Live” reveals the fullest picture yet of the astonishing artistic
community that arose against all odds inside the Terezín (Theresienstadt) Nazi Camp. At the
center of this book coming to US stores January 11, 2022 are the 26 Terezín concert critiques
penned by imprisoned composer Viktor Ullmann—here elegantly translated to English for the
first time with the help of Terezín survivors—plus a trove of rarely seen concert posters,
programs, portraits and scenes rendered by imprisoned artists. Replete with an original collection
of new and vintage recordings of the music Ullmann wrote about, the book takes us deep into the
recitals, opera productions, and choral, cabaret and chamber concerts through which interned
artists—many of them luminaries of the stage and concert hall before the war—kept despair at
bay. Making music in Terezín, where 33,000 people died, was an effort, Ullmann wrote,
“commensurate with our will to live.”
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This bounty of writing, art and music—all given historical context by an introduction, essays and
copious annotations by author Mark Ludwig—sheds new light on Terezín’s cultural outpouring.
Cellist Yo-Yo Ma calls the book “a testimony to the inextinguishable strength of the human
spirit. There are moments of excruciating beauty, there are heartrending stories, all reminding us
that if we lose our humanity, we are nothing.”
Ludwig sees the book as “a memorial and tribute to all the artists silenced in the Nazi Holocaust.
It’s fitting,” he says, “that publisher Steidl Verlag produced it as a work of art, with exquisite
color, printing and design.” Ludwig, a Fulbright scholar of music during the Third Reich and
founder of Terezín Music Foundation, spent 30 years researching and preparing the book.
Setting the stage for Ullmann’s writing and the art alongside it, Ludwig gives rich background on
Terezín’s history as a camp whose prisoners were embroiled in the Nazi propaganda machine
and ultimately destined for the gas chambers of Auschwitz. Ludwig explores the rise of
Terezín’s cultural community and how its talented composers and musicians managed to create
and share their art.
Among them was composer and critic Viktor Ullmann, a prominent member of the circle of
Arnold Schönberg and a modernist whose twelve-tone music was labeled “degenerate.” Ullmann
was transported to Terezín in 1942 and quickly became a leader in the music-making there.
His colorful, learned, often witty critiques of Terezín’s concerts vividly describe choirs and solo
artists, luminaries of European cabaret and opera, and a generation of accomplished composers
silenced too soon. These writings fill in what we know of many lost artists whose works have
since earned recognition (like Gideon Klein, Pavel Haas and Hans Krása) and present many
others well worth knowing (like pianist Alice Herz-Sommer, baritone Karel Berman and Kurt
Gerron, a cabaret star who appeared with Marlene Dietrich in “The Blue Angel”).
The more than 200 artworks paired with Ullmann’s concert critiques were recovered after the
war from their hiding places in barracks walls and are now held in European archives. These
colorful hand-lettered, water colored, inked and pencil-sketched images are moving examples of
the talent and devotion artists brought to Terezín’s concerts. Some, like Petr Kein’s lovingly
signed portrait of Gideon Klein, reveal treasured bonds of friendship and admiration, and
doubtless a wish to leave a record for posterity.
“Our Will to Live” also offers an original collection of 34 vintage and modern recordings
performed by Terezín survivors and contemporary masters, available at our-will-to-live.org and
terezinmusic.org. Yo-Yo Ma, survivors Karel Berman and George Horner, the Hawthorne String
Quartet, Boston’s Coro Allegro and others perform jazz by Karel Svenk and Erwin Schulhoff,
Jewish songs by Sigmund Schul, string quartets by Pavel Haas and more, as well as music by
Ullmann himself. Listening while perusing the book is intended, Ludwig says, “to be a truly
transporting experience.”
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Stories, characters, and new information abound in Ludwig’s essays and annotations. He unites
dispersed historical data (transport numbers, artist names, individual histories and more),
fleshing out the historical record. We learn about the lives of nearly every artist Ullmann
mentions, from celebrated harpsichordist Zuzana Růžičková to the popular Grock the Clown.
Ludwig also explains Ullmann’s musical terminology and his wide-ranging, often amusing
literary and historical references. And he tells some dramatic stories—of the foresight and risks
taken to secretly preserve the artwork in “Our Will to Live,” and of the tragic plight of artists
who dared to depict and disseminate drawings of camp life beyond the fleeting sanctuary of the
improvised concert hall.
Soon after Ullmann wrote the last of his concert critiques, nearly all the Terezín artists were
murdered in the gas chambers of Auschwitz. “Our Will to Live” is a tribute to their astonishing
creative will.
“Our Will to Live” can be ordered at our-will-to-live.org and will be in stores beginning January
11, 2022. Proceeds support Terezín Music Foundation concerts, commissions, recordings,
publications, films and Holocaust and genocide education programs around the world. The book
made its Boston debut at Terezín Music Foundation’s October 25, 2021 “Our Will to Live”
concert at Boston’s Symphony Hall.
MARK LUDWIG founded Terezín Music Foundation in 1991 and serves as its Executive
Director. He is a Boston Symphony Orchestra violist emeritus, a Fulbright scholar of music
under the Third Reich, and a leading scholar, teacher and champion of Holocaust music. More.
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Advance acclaim for “Our Will to Live”:
“‘Our Will to Live’ takes readers into the world of Terezín’s silenced artists and makes their
voices come alive. A testimony to the inextinguishable strength of the human spirit. There are
moments of excruciating beauty, there are heartrending stories, all reminding us that if we lose
our humanity, we are nothing.”
—YO-YO MA
"Remarkable. Reflects Ullmann's inexhaustible belief in art as a means to survive. . . .
Invaluable."
—Frank van Vree, Director, NIOD Institute for War, Holocaust and Genocide Studies,
Amsterdam
"Glorious art by shining talents, created amidst the Shoah. Page by page, the visual and
intellectual delights play against the somber reality of Terezín. An essential part of Holocaust
studies."
—Leo Pavlát, Director, Jewish Museum in Prague
“Thanks to Mark Ludwig’s decades of research and work, we now have a richly expanded
picture of the cultural life of Terezín’s involuntary inhabitants. ‘Our Will to Live’ is an
invaluable tool for historians and a fascinating, moving journey for all.”
—Jan Roubinek, Director of Pamatník Terezín
“A deeply moving testament to the power of music and art. Bears witness to the extraordinary
work of Viktor Ullmann and others whose love for art did not vanish even in the face of hunger,
pain, and death. ‘Our Will to Live’ ensures that the lives and the great musical legacy of
Ullmann and his fellow artists will not be forgotten.”
—Dr. Danielle Spera, Director, Jewish Museum in Vienna
"Enchanting, heartrending, and unique . . . An ode to the people of Terezín.”
—Norman L. Eisen, former U.S. Ambassador to the Czech Republic
“An amazing jewel of a book, an experience. Here is the crème de la crème of Europe’s artistic
talent essentially resisting cultural genocide and doing so with pride and vigor. ‘Our Will to
Live’ honors their determination as it sheds new light on this unique chapter in Holocaust
history.”
—Anna Ornstein, Auschwitz survivor, psychiatrist, author of My Mother’s Eyes
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“Paging through this miraculous collection of art and writing from Terezín, I was riveted and
held in a mix of awe and grief. The intellect and artistry that shined in the face of death is
unforgettable. A fitting memorial to the murdered artists and a timely message to us all that we
must honor life, decency, and humanity.”
—Khizr Khan, human rights activist
“Ullmann's writings emit a blazing, revelatory intensity . . . and Mark Ludwig’s devoted
curatorial attention and the stirring art in this book are imbued with the same extraordinary love
for the eternal, the same fierce dedication to honoring Life, that sing from every page.”
—Osvaldo Golijov, composer
“A feat of re-membering, an act of grace. . . . Shows how the will to create art and community
cannot be extinguished from the soul.”
—Leah Hager Cohen, author of “Strangers and Cousins”
“Deeply moving and richly detailed. . . . Shows these artists’ unquenchable need to create, even
as death lurks at every turn. Delves into the very essence of what it means to be human."
—Arnold Steinhardt, first violinist of the Guarneri String Quartet
“This astonishing book is an act of creation from chaos. Here is art, music, humor, precision,
speculation, indignation, love — the panoply of human expression dredged from darkness. A
wonder.”
—Rabbi David Wolpe, Temple Sinai, Los Angeles
“‘Our Will to Live’ is bountiful evidence that, as Vaclav Havel said, free expression is an innate
human impulse."
—Liao Yiwu, Chinese dissident writer, author of “God is Red”
“A genuine treasure trove delivering heartwarming affirmations of human resilience as well as a
warning about the bad winds that menace so many countries—all of this in a book of sheer visual
beauty. It left me in awe.”
—Samuel Bak, painter, survivor of the Vilna Ghetto
“Amidst dislocation and death, these artists strived to assert their culture, identity, and
creativity. ‘Our Will to Live’ both celebrates and mourns them. A remarkable homage.”
—Richard Blanco, 2013 Presidential Inaugural Poet, author of “How to Love a Country”
“Our Will to Live” is more than a book—it is history, art, criticism, and testimony. Perused with
Ullmann’s music playing in the background it is an experience.”
—Glenn Dynner, author of “Yankel’s Tavern: Jews, Liquor, and Life in the Kingdom of
Poland”
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